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ABSTRACT 
We give a complete description of the faces of the closed unit ball of an arbitrary 
c-norm on [w”, and we determine the barycenter, the volume, and the symmetries of 
each face. As a consequence of a previous result we characterize the faces of the 
closed unit ball of the corresponding c-spectral norm on the space of n x m real (or 
complex) matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper n is a fixed positive integer and all vectors lie in [w”, except 
at the very end of the paper, where complex matrices are briefly considered. 
Vectors will be represented as column n-tuples, and the ith coordinate of a 
vector x will be denoted by [xii or by xi. Therefore, x E [w” will be written 
as x =(x,,..., zc,)r, where superscript r denotes transposition. II . II is the 
Euclidean norm, II x II := a. We denote by g+ the cone 
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To simplify some formulas we shall adopt the following conventions, for any 
r E R”: 
x0 := +m and x,+i := 0. 
We denote by 9 + the set of all n X n signed permutation matrices, i.e., 
those whose entries are 0, 1 or - 1, with exactly one nonzero entry in each 
row and column. 
Throughout we let c be a fKed nonzero element of 8+, and we let 
g, : R” -+ R be the functional defined by 
where (+ is a permutation of {l, . . . , n} (depending on x) such that 1 xaclJ > 
. . . > IxacnJ. It is well known that g, is a symmetric gauge function, i.e., a 
norm on R” satisfying gc( 3~) = gc( Px> for any P E 9 * (see e.g. [9]). g, is 
usually called the c-norm on R”. This norm is often considered in the 
literature, together with the associated unitarily invariant norm for matrices, 
namely the c-spectral norm (see e.g. [6, 7, 31). For any norm v on a vector 
space E, the (closed) unit ball of v is the set 
B,:={xEE:v(x) Gl). 
Recall [lo] that a subset F of a convex set C is a j&e of C iff F is convex, 
and the conditions x, y E C and Ax + (1 - h)y E F, for some h ~]0,1[, 
imply x, y E F. If C is compact, all faces of C are compact as well. We say 
e E C is an e&-em point of C if {e} is a face of C. 
For any bounded convex F c R”, the barycenter of F, say b(F), will play 
a central role in the sequel. b(F) is usually defined by a quotient of two 
integrals over F (see e.g. [l, Chapter 2, $71). We only need a few basic 
properties of barycenters, namely the following: q(b( F)) = b( q( F)) for any 
affine automorphism 60 of R”. This yields a simple proof that the barycenter 
of a simplex with vertices wl,. . . , wk is the average vector (wl + *** +wk>/k. 
We shall use some concepts and results of [ll-131. Namely, if F is a face 
of B (here g. is an arbitrary symmetric gauge function), we say F is a 
stan k rdface if ri( F) (the relative interior of F) intersects the cone .9+. We 
know that F is a standard face iff the barycenter of F lies in .9+ [ll, 
Proposition 3.21. The trace of F is defined by Tr( F) := F f~ g+. A syknet y 
of F is any P ??g* such that P(F) = F. We denote by 9” the set of all 
symmetries of a face F of B,. We recall that 9r is the set of all P E 9 * 
such that P(b( F)) = b(F). 
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In [3, Theorem 3.11 a complete characterization of the extreme points of 
B,< is given. Below we shall extend that result to a complete description of 
the faces of Bgc. Firstly the set of the traces of the faces of Bgc is determined. 
Then, for any 7 which is the trace of a standard face F, we compute the 
group 9r (using only the structure of 7 itself). F is then completely 
determined by 7 and 9,. We also determine explicitly the barycenter and 
the volume of each face of Bgc. Furthermore, as a consequence of the main 
result of [I2], we obtain a complete description of the faces of the closed unit 
ball of the c-spectral norm on the space of n x m real (or complex) matrices; 
our result extends [7, Theorem 21, which characterizes the extreme points of 
that unit ball. 
We denote by I, and 0, respectively the identity and the zero matrices of 
size r X r. Cl, is the r X r matrix with all entries equal to l/r. For any 
p,q E (I,..., n} such that p < 9 we let E,, be the n X n matrix defined 
bY 
E P4 := I,_, + fiq-p+l + I,-,> 
where i denotes direct addition of matrices. The mapping x * E,,x 
averages and equalizes the coordinates xp, . . , , xq of any x E R”. We also 
define Nr as the n X n matrix 
Np := I,_, i On-p+l. 
The symbols conv(S) and aff( S) represent respectively the convex hull 
and the affne variety generated by a subset S of R”. For any set X, 1 X 1 
denotes the cardinality of X. 
Let x, y E 9+. We say x is weakly majorized by y and write x <w y 
(see [8]) whenever xi + ... +xk < yI + es* +yk for all k E {l,. . . , n). We 
shall often use the relations E,, x <W x and Np x <lL x, combined with the 
property r <1L. Y * g,(x) < gc( y); this property holds for any symmetric 
gauge function and, in a certain sense, characterizes that type of function (cf. 
1% 5, 81). 
2. FINDING THE TRACES OF FACES 
To determine the traces of the faces of Bgc we firstly recall the descrip- 
tion of the faces @‘L of the cone .9+ as given in [ll, §S]), with some small 
changes. Let L be any subset of {l, . . . , n}. In the sequel, we denote by w 
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the cardinahty of L, and we write L = {Z1,. . . , I,} with 1 Q 1, < **a < I, < 
n. In the following definition we adopt the convention I, := 0 and 1, + r := 
n + 1. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The L-classes are the sets L,, . . . , L,, 1 defined by 
L, := {i : Z,_ 1 < i Q Zk}, for k E (1, . . . , w -t 1). Clearly, if L = 0 then the 
only L-class is (1,. . . , n + 11. 
Now define 
w+l 
+ : xi = xj for (i,j) E U Lk X L, 
k=l 
For any a ~9+ let L, be the set of all 1 E 11,. . . , n} such that 
al > al+,. The La-classes will be called a-classes. 
As n + 1 E L,, 1 and x, + r = 0, we have: i E L,, 1 if and only if xi = 0 
for any x E QL. We also point out that the last a-class is {i : 1 Q i < n + 
1, a, = O}. 
I@, : L C 11,. . . ) n}} is the set of all nonempty faces of 9+. It is not 
difficult to prove that @p,0 is the face of sB+ generated by a. This property 
might have been used to define L,, but we till not use it in the sequel. 
Denote by H, the hyperplane {x E R” : clxl + *** -tc,x, = 1). It is not 
difficult to see that the faces of Bgc TV g+ that do not contain the origin are 
the sets 
where L runs over the power set of {l, . . . , n). Clearly S, is empty iff L is 
empty. For a nonempty L, dim@) = I LI - 1. 
Let Y be the trace of a face of BgC. Then either Y= BgC n 9, or 
9= 7, for some L. In the next theorem we determine the sets L for which 
S, is the trace of a face of BgC. 
THEOREM 2.2. For any L C (1,. . . , n} of cardinality w the following 
three conditions are pairwise equivalent: 
(I) S, is the trace of a face of BgC. 
(II) Zf a given L-class is contained in some c-class, then that L-cZass is a 
singleton. 
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1: 
(1111 (a> For any p, 9 E {l, . . . , n} such that p < 9 and cP = cq, the set 
1 : p f i =G q} is not one of the L-classes L,, . . . , L,; and (b) for any 
p E {I,..., n} such that cP =O,wehave{i:p<i<n++}#L,+,. . 
Proof. The relative interior of S, is the set of all u ~g+ satisfying the 
conditions 
ClUl + -** +c,u, = 1, (1) 
tc+1 
ui =uj iff (i,j) E U L, XL,. 
k=l 
(2) 
According to [ll, Theorem 5.11 YL is the trace of a face of Bgc if and only if 
the conditions 
Epqx E ri(YL) implies xP = xq, (3) 
NPx E ri(YL) implies xp = 0 (4) 
both hold for any x E B,< n 8, and any p, q E (1,. . . , n) such that p < 9. 
Assume that (3) does not hold for fixed p and 9 such that I < p < 9 < n. 
Then there exists x ~9, satisfying 
ClXl + .*- +c,x, < I and xr, > x,, (*5) 
such that the vector u := E,, r satisfies (I) and (2). As xP > xc,. we have 
clul + *** +c,u, < clxl + ... +c,,x,, with equality iff c,, = cc,, (6) 
up_, > up, up = uy, and u,, > u,,+~. (7) 
By (1) and (5) equality holds in (6). Moreover, (2) and (7) show that 
{i : p < i < 91 is one of the sets L,, . . . , L,. (it cannot be L,, 1, because 
u,, > 0). We have just proved that the negation of (3) implies 
p < 9 and cP = c4 and (i: p < i < 9} E IL,,..., L,}. (8) 
Conversely, assume (8) holds for some p, 9 E (1, . . . , n}. Let u be any 
element of ri(FL). The equivalence (2) combined with the last condition in 
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(8) implies (7). Th ere ore f 
positive. Define x E R” 
the number E := min{ur_i - uIl,uq - us+i} is 
by xi := ui for i # p. q, xP := up + E, and xq := 
uq - e. Clearly x Eg+; moreover x satisfies (5) (because cp = c,) and 
E,, x = u lies in &FL,>. Therefore (3) does not hold. 
As (a) of our theorem is the negation of (8) for any p, q E (1,. . . , n), we 
have just proved that ,(a) is equivalent to the condition: (3) holds for any 
p,q E 11,...,d. 
Now assume that (4) does not hold for a given p E {l, . . . , n}. There 
exists x ELS+ satisfying (5) with “xp > xq” replaced by “xr > 0” (i.e. with 
q := n + l), such that the vector u := Npx satisfies (l)-(2). As xi, > 0, the 
inequality (6) holds, and we have equality iff cp = 0; but equality clearly 
holds, because of (1) and (5). Therefore cp = 0. Thus, p 2 2. Note that 
U 
p-1 
= IX,,_ 1 is positive and up = 0; therefore (2) implies L,, 1 = (i : p < 
i .< n + I}. We have proved that the negation of (4) implies 
cP 
=0 and L,+l={i:p<iin+l}. 
Conversely, assume (9) for some p E {l, . . . , n). Then p > 2. Let u be 
element of ri(yL). We have up_ i > 0. Define x E R” by xi := ui 
1 Q i < p, and xj := up-i for p Q i < n. Clearly x lies in BgG n L3+ 
does not satisfy (4). 
We have shown that (b) is equivalent to the condition: (4) holds for 






This completes the proof of (I) w (III). Proving that (II) ti (III) is an 
easy matter. ??
EXAMPLE 2.3. An immediate consequence of this theorem is the charac- 
terization of the extreme points of BgG obtained in [3, Theorem 3.11. To see 
this we consider the vectors ol, . . . , on, given by 
[ I.=( 
q for ldi<s, 1 
wS , : 
0 for sgign, 
where a, := 
c1 + *-* +c, ’ 
(IO) 
for s E (1,. . . , n}. The extreme points of LZ+ n H, are the intersections of 
H, with the extreme rays of LS+. These, in turn, are the faces QL for 
singleton sets L; as a matter of fact, for each s E { 1, , . . , n), R+uS is the face 
ap, corresponding to the singleton L = {s}. So ol,. . . , on are the extreme 
points of 9+n H,. 
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According to [3], let m [q] be the number of times ci [Ol occurs in the 
sequence cr, . . . , c,. Then the singleton L = {s} satisfies (I)--(III) of 
Theorem 2.2 iff one of the following conditions holds: 
(a) m=nands=l; 
(b) 9=n-Iands=n; 
(cl m < n, 9 < n-l and s E (1, n) U {i : m < i < n - 9}, 
Therefore, the standard extreme points of BgC are the us, for those s 
satisfying (a) or (b) or (c). This essentially agrees with [3, Theorem 3.11. 
3. BARYCENTERS, 
In this section we 
SYMMETRIES, AND VOLUMES 
use the notation (10). For any L = {1i,. . . , l,} (1 < _ _ 
I, < **. < 1, < n) the extreme points of 7L are those of the vectors u’ 
which lie in S,, namely 0~1, . . . , ol=. As these w points are affnely indepen- 
dent and S, has dimension w - I, 7, is the (w - D-simplex with vertices 
tr’l ,.‘. 7 vlw. So the baryce nter of 7, is the vector rr. given by 
? rL := z 7111 + . . . +&). 
Let F be a standard face of BgC. To simplify the notation, the symbol b 
will systematically denote the barycenter of F. We shall assume that F is a 
proper face; otherwise the problems under consideration turn out to be 
trivial. Then b is a nonzero element of 8,. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that SL is the trace of the standard face F of BgC. 
IfL L,+1 1’.“> are the L-classes and b is the baycenter of F. then the 
b-classes are determined as follows: 
C(Y) Zf L, has mre than one element, then L, is a b-class. 
( /3) Any other b-class is a maximal set of the form U ( Li : r < i < t}, 
where L, are singleton L-classes contained in the same c-class (i.e. c, = c,). 
Proof. Let us prove that, for 1 < p < 9 < n + 1 the condition b, = b, 
is equivalent to either 
xp = xq for all x E% (II) 
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cp = cq > and {s} is an L-class for each s E {i : p Q i < q} . (12) 
We firstly consider the case 4 Q n. In this case [ll, Theorem 6.31 tells us that 
b, = b, is equivalent to either 
xp = x4 for all x EFL (13) 
or 
there exists z E 7, such that zP > zq and E,, z E S,. (14) 
The equivalence of (11) and (13) is trivial. Assume (14) holds. Let D := E,, .z. 
The relations 
hold because v and z both lie in 7, and v -x~ z. Therefore we must have 
cp = cq> because zP > zq. 
and vq > vq+i; 
On the other hand, zP > zq implies vP _ i > vP 
so the set Ii : p Q i < q) is a union of L-classes. Moreover 
this union is contained in the same c-class. Thus Theorem 2.2 yields (12). 
Conversely, assume (12) holds; it is easily seen that any z E ri(FL> satisfies 
the condition (14) as required. 
The case q = n + 1 is dealt with in the following way. By [ll, Theorem 
6.31, for any p E {l,..., n}, b, = 0 is equivalent to either 
xp = 0 for all x EYL (16) 
or 
there exists z E 7, such that zP > 0 and NP z E FL. (17) 
In the current case (16) is equivalent to (13). Now assume that (17) holds. 
Let v := N z. Then (15) follows, and therefore cP = 0 because zP > 0. As 
vP_ i > 0, K t e set {i : p < i < n + 1) is a union of L-classes. As this union is 
contained in the same c-class (the last c-class), it is a union of singleton 
L-classes. So (12) holds. The implication (12) * (17) is easy to prove as well. 
To prove (a), assume L, has more than one element. Let r and t be 
respectively the minimum and the maximum of L,. As b E FL, we have 
b, = b,. If b,_, = b, then (12) would be true; but then {rl would be an 
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L-class, which we know is not true. Therefore b,_ I > b,. A similar argument 
proves b, > b, + I, in case s < n + 1. This proves ( (Y ). 
To prove ( p) let B = {i : p Q i < q} be a b-class which is not of the type 
described in ((Y). Clearly B is a union of singleton L-classes. So, if we had 
cy, > cc,, then (11) would be false (b ecause p and q could not lie in the same 
L-class); therefore (12) should hold; as this is a contradiction, we must have 
CT’ = c,, . This proves B is contained in some c-class. 
Assume, for a contradiction, that B is not maximal under the conditions 
described in ( p>. Then either (i) { p - 1) is an L-class and cP_ 1 = cp, or (ii) 
{q -t I} is an L-class and cq+ 1 = cq. In case (i) [case (ii)] we have b,_ 1 = 
$1 [b, = b,, ,] (because of (12) for appropriate values of indices); this 
contradicts the fact that B is a b-class. So ( p) is true. ??
DEFINITION 3.2. We say that a b-class B is regular if B is not a 
singleton and is of the type described in ( p) of the above theorem; otherwise 
B is said to be singular. 
Denote by B,,..., B,+l the b-classes, ordered in such a way that i, < 
... < i,+i for any i, E B,, . . . , i,+l E B,+l; let rk be the cardinality of B,. 
Denote by Yb” the set of all P E 9 * of the form P, i .** i P, + , , where Pk 
is an rk x rk permutation matrix for k E {l, . . . , t}, Pt+, is a generalized 
permutation matrix of order r,, 1 - 1, and for any s E 11,. . . , t = 11, e, is 
an identity matrix in case B,Y is a singular b-class. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let F be a standard face of BgC with baycenter b and 
trace YL, with L as in Definition 2.1. Then we haoe: 
(a) F = UPC9 P(YL), where 9 is one of the sets 5$ or phR. 
(b) The baycenter of F is determined by 
&,,[T~]~ if k E B E {B,,..., B,} andBisregular, 
b, = [~,lk if k lies in a singular b-class, 
0 if kliesin B,+l. 
Proof. It is easily seen that a b-class B is regular iff there exist i, j E B 
and x E F such that xi z xj. Therefore the group 9: is the same as the 
group 9: of reguZar symmetries introduced in [ll, Definition 4.111. There- 
fore (a) and (b) follow from [ll, Theorem 4.131. ??
In our last theorem we denote by Vol (c) the volume (i.e. the measure) of 
C c R’” with respect to the canonical measure on the affine variety spanned 
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by C (cf. e.g. [l, Chapters 9, 121). Ail sets C to be considered are convex, so 
no serious measure theoretical problems will be involved. 
Given the set L as in Definition 2.1, we let III, be the n X n matrix 
Clearly the matrix IIL is symmetric and idempotent, and its columns span 
the subspace of R” spanned by aL. So x ++ II,x is the orthogonal projec- 
tion onto that subspace (cf. [ll, $61). 
THEOREM 3.4. With the notation of Theorem 3.3 and (10) we have 
Proof. By [ll, Theorem 4.13(I)], P(9,) n Q@) is a set of measure 
zero on the affine variety spanned by F, for any distinct P, Q E 9:. 
Therefore, taking (b> into account, 
Vol( F) = 19; 1 Vol(YL) 
To determine Vol(YL), recall from [l, Chapter 12, 021 that 
(18) 
Vol( conv( (0) U FL)) = ; d, WgL) , (1% 
where d, is the distance from the origin to aff(S,>. Define z := IIIILcll-2 II,c. 
As IIL is symmetric and idempotent, we have cTz = 1 and II,z = z; this 
means that z E aff@>. For any x, y E aff(9,) we have II,x = x, IIL y = y, 
and cTx = cTy = 1; this implies zT(x - y) = 0. Therefore z is orthogonal 
to aff@,). Hence d, = /z((. We have shown 
d, = Ill-I,~ll-~. (20) 
Next we let U be the n X w matrix whose columns are the extreme 
points of 7,: U = [vll, . . . , 
up with rows i,,..., i, 
v’w]. Denote by Ui,. i, the w x w matrix made 
of U. Note that the pyramid conv({O} U 7,) is a 
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w-dimensional simplex. Therefore, according to [4, Chapter IX, $51 and 
[2, §46], we have 
Vol(conv({ 0) U St)) = L w! {Z* 
Taking (10) into account, it is easily seen that Ui,, i, is nonsingular iff 
(i ],...,iW.) EL, X **a XL,; moreover, in the nonsingular case, we have 
det(Uil _. i,L> = ul,a12 *a* a,_. So we get 
Vol(conv({O} USL)) = -$ c7(,v12 -a. a,_ {IL1 X ... x LJ. (21) 
Combining (I8)-(21) in a straightforward manner, we obtain our theorem. H 
4. FINDING ALL FACES 
Two standard faces of B, are equal iff they have the same trace [Ill. 
Therefore, by Theorem 2.2, the set of all proper standard faces is in a l-l 
correspondence with the set of all sets L satisfying property(U). Given such a 
set L, the corresponding standard face is determined as follows: first we take 
the set S,; then we determine the b-classes using Theorem 3.1, where b is 
the (still unknown) barycenter of the standard face we are seeking; the 
b-classes determine the symmetries and the regular symmetries of our 
standard face; finally the wanted standard face is given by Theorem 3.3. 
For any face K of B, there exists a unique standard face K, such that 
K+= P(K) for some P ES@* (cf. 111, $31). Therefore 
{ Q( F) : F is standard and Q E 9 * ) 
is the set of all nonempty faces of Bgc. Note that in the above formula, for 
each F, Q may run only over a complete set of distinct representatives of the 
equivalence classes of 9 * modulo YF; in this way we retrieve the set of all 
nonempty faces of Bgc with no repetitions. 
Let lid”,” be the set of n X m matrices over K, where R6 denotes the real 
or the complex field. Without loss of generality we assume n < m. The 
mapping +c: Dd”, m + IR given by t,bc(A) := c,s,(A) + a.* +c,s,(A), where 
q(A) > ... 2 sn( A) are the singular values of A, is called the c-spectrd 
norm on K”,” (see e.g [7]). 
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In [7, Theorem 23 the reader will find a characterization of the extreme 
points of Bet, the closed unit ball of I+!/~, According to [12] the faces of B, are 
determined as follows. Let L be a subset of (1, . . . , n} satisfying co&ions 
@(III) of Theorem 2.2, and let TV,. . . , rt+ 1 be the cardinalities of the 
corresponding b-classes (cf. Definition 3.2). Let SL be the set of pairs 
(U, V), where U and V are unitary matrices (orthogonal matrices, in case 
K = R9> of orders n and m, respectively, of the form 
where each Vi is ri X ri. For any x E R” let D, be the 12 X m diagonal 
matrix with diagonal entries xi, . . . , x,. Define 
“#q,:= {uD~v:xE~L,(U,V) EFJ. 
For any unitary matrices (orthogonal matrices, in case K = Iw) Q and R, of 
orders n and m, respectively, the set QML R is a face of Bet:, and any face of 
BJ, is of this kind. 
Note that [12, Theorem 4.11 yields a rather explicit formula for the 
dimension of the face Qdi R, because we know precisely which are the 
regular and the singular barycentric classes. The details are left to the reader. 
As Bgc is a polyhedron, all its faces are exposed. Therefore, by [13, 
Theorem 4.21 all faces of BeC are exposed. 
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